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Must-see art exhibitions in May-June, 2024

For the third time this year, we present an overview of what, in our opinion, deserves attention,
providing you with a selection of exhibitions and art events in the three Baltic countries. May-June
this year is a hot season for art lovers, even in terms of content – the MO Museum in Vilnius
continues its extensive exhibition 'We Don’t Do This. Intimacy, Norms, and Fantasies in Baltic Art,'
which we announced last time. A large exposition titled 'In the Name of Desire, investigation of
sexuality and the phenomenon of desire' has just opened at the Latvian National Museum of Art.
The Estonian KUMU is also keeping up in terms of 'temperature.' However, this is not the only 'nerve'
of the current art scene. What else occupies the minds of curators, gallery owners, and, Urst and
foremost, artists?

ESTONIA, Tallinn

Kumu Art Museum

Guardians of Morality and Women of Passion: The Image of Sex Work in Estonian Art in the First
Half of the 20th Century
Until 25 August

Perceptions of sex work have always been closely linked to social and personal moral standards. This
exhibition explores how Estonian artists have portrayed sex work, how their works reFect the
attitudes of society, and whether these representations may have contributed to shaping these
attitudes. The focus is on the art of the 1920s and 1930s: this period marked a peak in the popularity
of this subject among Estonian artists not matched before or since. The curator Magdaleena Maasik
about the exhibition: “In Estonian art, as elsewhere, the theme is mainly represented through female
sex workers. They appear as menacing vampires, desirable femme fatales, grotesque Ogures reeking
of disease and death and suffering victims. Alongside sex workers, different types of clients, pimps,
brothel-keepers and “moral guardians” stand out in the artworks, embodying the often hypocritical
attitude of the society of the time towards sex work and sex workers”. The exhibition features over 50
works, mostly prints, drawings and watercolours. Works by over 20 artists are represented: Eduard
Wiiralt, Gori, Natalie Mei, Ado Vabbe, Voldemar Kangro-Pool, Jenny Uttar, Aino Bach, Aleksander
Promet, Erik Obermann, Oskar Kallis and others.

More info >>   

Jevgeni Zolotko: The Secret of Adam 
31 May – 5 January

Jevgeni Zolotko (b. 1983) is one of the most original Estonian contemporary artists. His solo
exhibition “The Secret of Adam” showcases the artist’s recent works, including some brand new
works created speciOcally for the exhibition. Zolotko is an artist whose work centres on the
relationship between the verbal and the material. In his site speciOc installations Zolotko highlights
the universal traits of human nature, intergenerational sensitivity passed on through culture and
religion and suppressed subconscious. The artist digs deep into the past preceding our collective
consciousness.

More info >>   

FotograUska

Rinko Kawauchi. a faraway shining star, twinkling in hand
24 May – 1 September

Rinko Kawauchi is one of the most established artists in Japan and known worldwide for her dreamy,
poetic and unique imagery. The new exhibition "a faraway shining star, twinkling in hand" features
artist’s two most recent series, M/E and An interlinking. These works include everything from
photographs to video art, light boxes and photo sculptures.

The M/E series is a tribute to “Mother Earth”, with photos of grand natural phenomena from
Kawauchi’s trip to Iceland in 2019. She planned to return to the country to Onish the series but was
forced to remain in Japan when the COVID-19 pandemic struck. This led to completing the second
part of the series with photos from her everyday life and from winter in Hokkaido, Japan. In the
ongoing An interlinking series, Kawauchi has depicted her everyday life for 20 years, often with her
daughter as her subject. 

More info >>  

Kai Art Centre

Tuomas A. Laitinen & Kristina Õllek 'Cyanoceans' 
Until 4 August 

Tuomas A. Laitinen’s work revolves around the exploration of symbiotic processes infused with
mythological undertones, grounding itself in the concept of mutualism. Drawing inspiration from
various biological theories as well as mythical stories, Laitinen’s work transcends the mere study of
biology to inquire about the intricate entanglements of structures and lives within our complex,
pulsating ecosystem. On view at Kai will be his complete series of Proposal for Octopus glass
sculptures which Laitinen started in 2016, including the newest additions to the series made in 2024.
Premiering at Kai will be his new video work Olmed at the Okinawa Institute of Science and
Technology in December 2023 which highlights the changing skin color of sleeping octopuses.
Laitinen’s years-long research into cephalopods’ unique behavior and the remarkable similarities
between the nervous system and sleep patterns of octopuses and humans fuels his special interest
in species adaptation and neuroplasticity in rapidly changing environmental conditions. With Kristina
Õllek, the artists have created a synergetic installation supported by steam, and ultrasonic sound
which gives the viewer a sense of being underwater. The focus of Õllek’s work over the last six years
has been the exploration of the intricate relationship between marine ecology and technology, using
various geographical regions as case studies. For this Kai installation Õllek has concentrated on the
Baltic Sea, creating a series of new works using grown seal salt, cyanobacteria, and green Fuorescent
pigment.

 More info >>    

EKKM 

Trigger
Until 2 June

EKKM (the Contemporary Art Museum of Estonia) opened the new season with the international
group exhibition Trigger, which is the Orst joint project by museum curators Evelyn
Raudsepp and Maria Helen Känd. The idea of the exhibition was born as a reaction to the current
times – to the situation where we are constantly witnessing the tense chaos of political crises – and
subsequently from a need for emotional ventilation through metaphorical and poetic
means. Trigger includes video works that have a deeply bodily presence, a site-speciOc sound
installation charged with industrial energy, delicate, yet sharp kinetic sculptures, digital-synthetic
paintings, and objects that break with the tradition of fashion and jewellery design. Trigger does not
seek to offer relief for an already broken psyche in a dizzyingly fatal age, but invites to connect with
the raw, intense and transformative. Participating artists: Adrian Kiss, Bárbara Sánchez-Kane, Cevdet
Erek, Darja Popolitova, Hanna Antonsson, Jacolby Satterwhite, (LA)HORDE, Mihkel Maripuu and Oona
Doherty.

More info >>  

Temnikova & Kasela Gallery 

Merike Estna. Peradam 
23 May – 18 August

The name of Merike Estna’s exhibition “Peradam” comes from René Daumal's allegorical novel Le
Mont Analogue (1952), where it depicts a special crystal stone. In the novel a bunch of adventurers
decide to embark on an expedition to a mysterious mountain at the end of the world. For this, one
must Orst obtain the crystal clear gemstone peradam, which can only be found by someone who is
truly looking for it. In the exhibition, artist Merike Estna reFects on where human civilization is
heading and how our prospects can sometimes seem as hopeless as reaching the mystical mountain
in Daumal's novel. References to art history and literature can be recognized in the works exhibited,
and the artist has also brought in personal memories and experiences. What is the role of

the art created over the centuries or the love experienced in our lifetime when the future looks bleak?
It's a journey into and out of a cave inside a mountain to Ond what's most important. Merike Estna is a
painter who, in addition to the canvas, often includes environments, objects and bodies with her
brushstrokes. Similar to the paintings in the "Peradam" exhibition, in other recent works she has also
borrowed references from history, literature and myths and connected them with contemporary
themes and personal stories. She has become especially close to Mexican culture, where she has
been living and working for many years. "Peradam" is a continuation of the exhibition "Analog
Mountain", which took place at the Margot Samel Gallery in New York in March 2024. Merike Estna's
last exhibitions in Estonia were "The soil does not hold our love" (2022, Kai art center) and "Hasanlu's
lovers" with Jaime Alonso Lobato (2021, Temnikova & Kasela gallery).

 More info >>  

ESTONIA, Tartu

Estonian National Museum

Surrealism 100. Prague, Tartu and Other Stories...
Until 8 September

This year marks the 100th anniversary of the surrealist movement, which over the century has offered
inspiration to many creators and compelling experiences to the general public. 2024 is also the year
when Tartu, the capital of surrealism in Estonia, is the European capital of culture. Therefore, it is
logical to tie these two important events together and to celebrate them even more grandly.

The Estonian National Museum and Tartu Art Museum invited the National Gallery Prague to
collaborate on the exhibition Surrealism 100. Prague, Tartu and Other Stories… at the Estonian National
Museum because Prague was the other important centre of surrealism in Europe during the 20th
century besides Paris: the artists communicated closely with their Parisian counterparts and a
programmatic approach was used for surrealism. The most important authors of the surrealist
movement in Prague were Toyen and Jindřich Štyrský for the Orst generation, Mikuláš Medek, Emila
Medková, Josef Istler and Václav Tikal for the second one, and Jan Švankmajer and Eva
Švankmajerová for the third one. Surrealism 100. Prague, Tartu and Other Stories … is an exhibition in
which Czech and Estonian surrealism will start a dialogue. The two sides seem very different, but the
two countries do share the complicated fate that during the 20th century they were in the sphere of
inFuence of the Soviet Union.

 More info >>  

LATVIA, Riga 

Latvian National Museum of Art

In the Name of Desire
27 April – 28 July 2024

The exhibition sheds light on authors in Latvian 20th century art history who have bravely taken up the
investigation of sexuality and the phenomenon of desire. Furthermore, contemporary artists
participate in this project with existing or specially created works, interpreting this socially still
awkward subject in the media of painting, graphic art, photography, sculpture, installation, and video
art. The exhibition critically revisits the objectiOcation of women’s bodies in visual art, shifting the
focus to the representation of the female experience and a feminist approach. For the Orst time in
Latvia, Baltic queer art is surveyed at such breadth, demonstrating inclusive thinking and openness
towards questions of self-identity regarding awareness of one’s sexuality.

“The exhibition will celebrate sexual diversity at a time when authoritarian regimes right next to us as
well as in other parts of the world violently oppress and persecute people who identify and desire
differently. Continuing the institutional critique began in the exhibition Don’t Cry!, curated by Elita
Ansone, In the Name of Desire will for the Orst time in the history of the Latvian National Museum of
Art present a representative selection of Latvian LGBT+ art. With the help of this project we want to
encourage discussion about taboo yet existentially important subjects and to promote the
acceptance of diversity among Latvian society. Since where there is no space for diversity, there is no
space for freedom,” stresses one of the curators of the exhibition, philosopher Igor Gubenko.

 More info >>  

Katrīna Neiburga. Sologamy
8 June – 28 July 2024

Sologamy. From an etymological perspective, this term can be explained very literally – marriage
(ancient Greek γάμος (gámos)) with oneself (solus), which conceptually can be linked with self-
acceptance, yet does not correspond to any religious or legal categories. Among sologamy's basic
set of principles it is possible to perceive manifestations of a feminist perspective, buds of
narcissism as well as rituals asserting one's own identity. At the same time, the value of sologamy is
openness, respect and the ability to conduct an adequate dialogue with one's own essence and
desires. 

In her personal exhibition devoted to the investigation of sologamy and interpretations of this term,
artist Katrīna Neiburga will reFect with her characteristic openness and unpacking of her personal
world. In several video episodes the artist will focus on close-up observation of herself in different
everyday situations – in an emotional conversation or passionate argument with herself; a dance with
domestic objects to her favourite song; expressions of love and sexuality, accepting herself here and
now. Through emotional saturation, yet at the same time keeping a slightly satirical perspective, the
exhibition will offer a look at the understanding of the concept of sologamy. Are we searching for
justiOcations for self-respect? And if we are, then – why? Katrīna Neiburga's intimate art will not be an
answer to questions posed by others, but a resonant encouragement to gather the will to cross the
awkward boundary and Onally establish a lively relationship to our own selves.

More info >>  

Riga Art Space

Riga Photography Biennial 2024 Central Event – Exhibition ‘Human Computer’
19 April – 16 June

The exhibition Human Computer is devoted to the group of eternal existential questions whose
answers have to be re-evaluated from time to time. At its centre is the naive question: “Who am I?”,
followed by a Food of similar attempts at self-understanding: “Who are we? Where do we come from
and where are we going? Why is this happening? Why do we act like this? What do I feel? How do you
feel?”

We live in hurried, interesting times, which constantly surprise and entice us with new technological
means of improving the quality of our lives. We quickly adapt them to our daily rituals until we realise
that these technical assistants are already pretending to become part of our personalities (thus,
without a smartphone the individual is left helpless). Hence the era requires a new understanding of
the essence of being human, a redeOnition of the very idea of the human, a change in the existing
perceptions of the self and the borders of one's personality. We are by now very close to the state
predicted by Donna Haraway's A Cyborg Manifesto, published in 1985, predicting an era in which
“people are not afraid of their joint kinship with animals and machines”.

Human Computer, the central exhibition of the Ofth biennial, likewise reFects on subjects that touch
on several aspects of identity – body, gender, and social and historical identity. From different
perspectives, the artists have turned to the following question: how do the emotional manifestations
inherent in human nature – feelings, pain, compassion – adapt to today's digital world? 

More info >>  

Kim? Contemporary Art Centre

Miķelis Mūrnieks. Behavioral Sink
Until 19 May

Since the start of the century, our attention has been directed to the need to be more Fuid — it is
preached that in times of dynamic change, it will become a valuable tool for managing everyday life.
With the capitalist work rhythm dictating the tempo of everyday life, a hypnotic state can be reached
that is as though gazing at the ceaseless Fow of water. The sculpting of this formless substance is
the primary material common denominator for the works created for the exhibition. Drawn in a
whirlpool of the mass of various rules, consumer illusions, and systems, the viewer is invited to
explore the environment in which the artist untangles deeply personal yet, at the same time, socially
descriptive experiences that are hidden behind a dreamy yet fragile shroud.

The threads of contradiction and incomprehension are reFected not only in the world of ideas but
also in the manifestly visible — surprising variety of states of water. Fictional events and
uncomfortable truths will serve as an invitation to catch the waves of self- and other reFections. In
the socially critical spirit characteristic of Mūrnieks’ work, this series will also investigate and
reconsider the shortcuts of perception automated by consciousness.  

More info >>  

Zuzeum Art Centre

Straight, No Chaser*
6 June – 28 August

Straight, No Chaser* – summer season exhibition in the Great Exhibition Hall of the Zuzeum Art
Centre. Artistic directors are the Paris based exhibition-oriented research group La Méditerranée,
cofounded in 2020 by artists Mateo Revillo, Edgar Sarin, and art historian Ulysse Geissler. To describe
the method of La Méditerranée, one could put forth an analogy of the musical practice of Jazz. The
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